High-dimensional quantum encoding via photon-subtracted squeezed states
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We introduce a high-dimensional quantum encoding based on coherent mode-dependent single-photon subtraction from multimode squeezed states. This encoding can be seen as a generalization to the case of non-zero squeezing of the standard single-photon multi-rail encoding. The advantage is that the presence of squeezing enables the use of common tools in continuous-variable quantum processing, which in turn allows to show that arbitrary d-level quantum states can be generated and detected via simply tuning the classical fields that gates the photon-subtraction scheme. Therefore, the scheme is suitable for mapping arbitrary classical data in quantum mechanical form. Regardless the dimension of the data set alphabet, the mapping is conditioned on the subtraction of a single photon only, making it nearly unconditional. We prove that this encoding can be used to calculate vector distances, a pivotal primitive in various quantum machine learning algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

A crucial aim of the research on quantum information technologies is to harness quantum systems so that some information processing tasks can be achieved with better performances than it is possible with classical computers [1]. To exploit the improvement predicted by the theory it is necessary to encode information on a physical system whose quantum properties can be preserved and controlled in the laboratory. With this aim, much effort has been devoted to investigate the use of light as a carrier of quantum information, due to both its robustness to noise and the availability of advanced technological tools to control its state (classical or quantum) [2–4].

As first step in any information processing task acting on a classical input — be it communication, data processing, or universal computation — an encoding must be chosen to write the input information on the given system. To this end, a correspondence must be established between the possible inputs and a subset of states of the carrier system. The choice of the encoding then determines the physical implementation that corresponds to the logical processing of information. Light is described in quantum mechanics by an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space [5, 6], whereas common communication or computational tasks are defined in terms of finite alphabets [1]. A common choice is then to encode information in a finite-dimensional subspace of a single mode, such as that spanned by states with a finite number of photons (Fock states) or with a definite single-photon property (e.g. polarization or orbital angular momentum states). A much celebrated variation to these schemes involves multiple modes instead, and it is given by the so-called dual- [7] or multi-rail [8] encoding. In the latter, information is stored in the presence or absence of photons in each of a set of spatial or temporal modes of the radiation. All these encodings belong to the realm of what is commonly known as discrete-variable (DV) quantum information (finite-dimensional quantum systems). However, states with a definite number of photons can, as of now, be produced only probabilistically, making the setup not easily scalable. Moreover, protocols devised within this paradigm often require photon counting, which is experimentally demanding, especially when high efficiency is required.

An alternative approach is to encode information using the whole infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. The typical observables of interest are then the quadratures of the field, akin to mechanical position and momentum, which have a continuous spectrum. For this reason, this choice corresponds to the so called continuous-variable (CV) regime [9, 11]. Among the advantages of the latter are the facts that (i) entangled and non-classical states can be produced deterministically using squeezed states and (ii) states can be detected using the highly efficient scheme of homodyne measurements [12, 13]. On the other hand, the mathematics becomes considerably more involved due to the need of dealing with infinite dimensions, and the direct correspondence with finite-dimensional logical qubits is lost.

A common way to recover such correspondence is to encode a single logical qubit into a single infinite-dimensional system by using the symmetries of certain states — for example, the translational symmetry of GKP states [14] or the parity symmetry of cat and binomial states [15, 17]. Such strategies allow to use a discrete alphabet that nevertheless can be manipulated using the mathematical and experimental machinery typically applied in the CV approach. In this work, we move from
such strategies and, rather than encoding single DV systems in single CV systems, we propose to encode the former into multiple instances of the latter. In this sense, we introduce a CV counterpart of the standard DV dual- and multi-rail encoding. More formally, as it will be described below, the zero squeezing limit of our encoding corresponds to the DV multi-rail encoding.

Here, we will focus on states that are produced by coherently subtracting one photon from several modes that are each in a squeezed state. Our interest is mainly motivated by recent theoretical [18, 19] and experimental [20–24] advances in the production of this kind of states, that showed how to coherently subtract single photons from multi-mode squeezed states via the interaction in a non-linear crystal with an appropriate classical field.

We develop our analysis along two main directions. First, we study how quantum information can be encoded in the multi-mode code space corresponding to a single qudit (d-dimensional quantum system) or an ensemble of qubits. The advantage of our scheme with respect to the usual multi-rail DV approach lies in the fact that the presence of squeezing enables the use of common tools in continuous-variable quantum optical processing. This, in turn, allows us to show that arbitrary qudits can be generated and detected via simply tuning the classical fields that drive the photon-subtraction scheme. We also investigate how parity measurements — which can be related to homodyne measurements — can be used to discriminate between basis states in the multi-mode code space.

The resilience of the proposed scheme with respect to the main noise mechanisms is also analyzed, finding that high levels of squeezing make the code space less resilient to losses.

The second direction we explore consists in considering the mapping of classical strings of data on the photon-subtracted state. In general, mapping classical data into quantum states constitutes an unavoidable initial step, which is essential to any further quantum processing of the input, including the proper evaluation of the processing performances [25–26]. In our case, this mapping is enabled by the fact that, as said, arbitrary high-dimensional states can be generated by tuning the classical pump fields which, in turn, can directly encode the classical data. Remarkably, the fact that only one probabilistic event is needed to produce a logical state (regardless the size of the input data alphabet) implies that the classical to quantum mapping is nearly unconditional. We propose two protocols that exploit this mapping to compute either the scalar product or the distance between classical data vectors by measuring a single quadrature of the field. The interest here lies in the wide-spread application of these primitives for quantum-enhanced machine learning schemes [27–29], e.g. in distance-based clustering algorithms for supervised pattern recognition [30].

The rest of the article is structured as follows. In section II we recall the physics of mode-dependent single photon subtraction. We then describe the encoding in section III where we also detail how information can be extracted by measurements that discriminate between elements of the computational basis, and how the main sources of noise affect the encoding. Section IV is devoted to the encoding of classical data and the computation of scalar products and vector distances. Conclusive remarks in section V complete the paper. Appendix A reports some examples of interesting encoded states while in Appendix B a universal set of operations is defined that could be used to process the encoded information.

II. MODE DEPENDENT SINGLE-PHOTON SUBTRACTION

We now introduce some notations and recall how coherent photon subtraction from squeezed time-frequency modes works. Consider a multi-mode squeezed state (MMSS) $|S\rangle$, composed of $M$ modes and written as

$$|S\rangle = \bigotimes_{j=1}^{M} |s_j\rangle_{e_j},$$

where each $|s_j\rangle_{e_j} = S(s_j)|0\rangle_{e_j}$ is a squeezed state of mode $e_j(x,\omega)$ with squeezing parameter $s_j$, $\{e_j(x,\omega)\}$ being an orthonormal set of modes of the electric field, which are functions of the position $x$ and frequency $\omega$. We denote by $\sigma_j$ the corresponding annihilation operators. States in Eq. (1) have been experimentally realized in various contexts [31–35], producing and detecting quantum states across up to a million modes [36]. As a relevant example, we bear in mind the case of MMSS generated by parametric down-conversion of a frequency comb. In particular, in the simple case of a comb with a Gaussian spectrum, the spectra of the co-propagating squeezed modes can be approximated with Hermite-Gauss functions [35–37]. A sum-frequency conversion process can then be used to up-convert part of the light from a mode $f$ defined as

$$f(x,\omega) = \sum_{j} c_j^* c_j(x,\omega)$$

with $c_j \in \mathbb{C}$, $\sum_{j} |c_j|^2 = 1$. This can be accomplished by mixing the MMSS with a strong coherent pulse (gate field) in a non-linear crystal [15]. By choosing the phase matching conditions for a non-collinear configuration, the up-converted light is emitted in a different direction with respect to the transmitted MMSS and gate beams. Thus, the process can be modeled as an effective weak beam splitter interaction [19]. The activation of a single-photon

\footnote{Here the word coherently refers to the fact that the single photon subtraction is applied on a coherent superposition of modes. This is not the same meaning as in “coherent states”, also common in quantum optics. In the following, the distinction should be clear from the context.}
detector [e.g., an avalanche photodiode (APD)] placed on the path of the up-converted signal can then herald the subtraction of a photon from the MMSS. If the process is perfect, the photon comes with certainty from mode $f$. As it was theoretically shown in [18] and recently experimentally demonstrated [22], with the appropriate phase-matching conditions and disregarding the spatial dependence, the spectrum of the mode $f$ essentially coincides with the spectrum of the gate field. The corresponding annihilation operator is thus defined by

$$b = \sum_j c_j \sigma_j ,$$

and the state of the transmitted MMSS after the detection of a photon is a multimode photon-subtracted (MMPS) state:

$$|\text{MMPS}\rangle = \sum_j \gamma_j \left| s_j \right\rangle_{|c_j\rangle} \otimes \left| s_i \right\rangle_{|e_i\rangle} .$$

Here $|s_j\rangle_{|c_j\rangle} = N_j \sigma_j |s_j\rangle_{|e_j\rangle}$ denotes a photon-subtracted state with $N_j$ a normalization factor. Due to the factors $N_j$, the complex coefficients $\gamma_j$ do not coincide with the $c_j$ ones, however they are fully determined by the latter. When the normalization factors $N_j$ are taken into account, it is then possible to find the appropriate gate that will produce a photon-subtracted state as in Eq. (1) with arbitrarily chosen coefficients $\gamma_j$.

### III. Encoding

The photon-subtracted states in Eq. (4) can be rewritten as

$$|\text{MMPS}\rangle = \sum_{j=1}^M \gamma_j |j\rangle ,$$

where $|j\rangle$ represents a MMSS in which a single photon has been subtracted from mode $e_j$:

$$|j\rangle = |s_j\rangle_{|c_j\rangle} \otimes |s_i\rangle_{|e_i\rangle} .$$

The relevant observation here is that the states $|j\rangle$ are orthogonal since they belong to subspaces with definite parity, in terms of photon population. In particular, one has that

$$\langle i|j\rangle \propto \langle s_i|_{|c_i\rangle} |s_j\rangle_{|c_j\rangle} \langle s_j|_{|e_j\rangle} \otimes |s_j\rangle_{|e_j\rangle} = 0 ,$$

since squeezed states only contain even photon components and photon-subtracted squeezed states only contain odd photon components. We refer to states $|j\rangle$ as the computational basis, each value $j$ corresponds to a symbol of a finite alphabet, and Eq. (5) introduces an abstract notation for an encoded qudit. If the number of modes in $M$ is $2^n$, then span $\{|j\rangle\}$ is isomorphic to $\mathbb{C}^{2^n}$ and the qudit can be thought to represent $n$ qubits.

Experimental tomography of the photon-subtraction process demonstrated a purity of more than 90% for the superposition of 16 modes at different frequencies [22]. Hence, it is in principle possible to realize a highly accurate single-mode subtraction with a large experimental tunability of the coefficients $\gamma_j$ in Eq. (3), which, in particular, is nearly independent of the number of modes in the system. This means that any, ideally arbitrary, state of a qudit with dimension $M$ can be generated. Equivalently, any superposition of $n$ qubits can be realized with a single photon subtraction from $M = 2^n$ modes. Some examples can be found in Appendix A. Clearly, the number of modes scales exponentially with the number of qubits, but the number of single-photon operations needed is constant, namely equal to one.

As mentioned, the present encoding can be regarded as a generalization of the usual DV multi-rail encoding. There, a single photon is prepared in an arbitrary superposition of $M$ spatially separated modes via a passively interferometer. The relation to the encoding here introduced stems from the fact that a photon-subtracted squeezed state is equivalent to a squeezed single photon states, namely:

$$|s_j\rangle_{|e_j\rangle} = N_j \sigma_j S(s_j) |0\rangle_{|e_j\rangle} \equiv N_j^j S(s_j) |1\rangle_{|e_j\rangle} .$$

As a consequence, the encoded state $|\text{MMPS}\rangle$ in Eq. (4) represents an arbitrary single-photon superposition over $M$ modes (that could in principle be spatially separated) to which a multiple squeezing operator $\otimes_j S(s_j)$ has been applied. In the zero-squeezing limit, $|\text{MMPS}\rangle$ states thus correspond in fact to the usual multi-rail encoding.

We recall that, in standard multi-rail encoding, the interferometer parameters need to be set accordingly to the state to be generated, a procedure that is typically hard to implement especially in bulk optics or whenever a high degree of tunability is required, and it can be implemented only via advanced integrated devices [35-40]. The scheme presented here overcomes these issues entirely, since the superposition determining the MMPS states can be set simply by tuning the gate field parameters—namely, modifying the spectral components of the strong coherent gate that drives the non-linear crystal [18]. In other words, due to the experimental possibility to select the subtracted mode, many resource states could be generated without modifying the physical setup. The limitation in the code dimension is the number of modes which can be simultaneously squeezed and addressed by photon subtraction [22, 23, 33, 41]. The code rate is

---

2 Notice that in practice the scheme here introduced cannot be used to generate multi-rail encoding tough, since the probability of subtracting a photon vanishes for zero squeezing.
given by the success rate of the single-photon subtraction: it is mainly driven by the gate power which has been limited to $\sim 2$ KHz \cite{22} in order to avoid spurious or multi-photon events. Another interesting feature of this scheme is that single photon detectors are not necessarily needed, given that all modes are populated. In fact, as we will show below, highly-efficient homodyne detection can be used at the measurement stage. In addition, the detected modes can be tuned by appropriately selecting the local-oscillator fields for homodyning, as shown experimentally in Ref. \cite{33, 41}. This in turn implies that a variety of different unitary transformations (in particular, any mode mixing operation \cite{41, 42}) can be implemented on the generated states by embedding them in the measurement.

A. Distinguishing elements of the computational basis

We saw that the parity features of the computational basis elements imply that the latter form an orthonormal set of states. In principle, it is thus possible to perfectly discriminate them. However, experimental imperfections will lead to a partial overlap and consequently a non-zero probability of failing to distinguish these states. The two most relevant kinds of imperfections in this context are non-ideal photon-subtractions and losses before the detection. The former is due to the incomplete mode-selectivity of the subtraction process, and it has been already considered for the characterization of the experimental platform in Ref. \cite{22}. This is also the easiest to describe, because it only shuffles modes within the finite-dimensional code-space spanned by the basis elements. Losses, on the other hand, need to be described in the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space of the EM field. We shall analyze the two types of errors separately in the following.

Many figures of merit can be used to assess the performance of state discrimination. We will focus on the state fidelity under a specific kind of measurement based on the parity operator (defined below). The latter is a sensible choice due to the parity properties of the computational-basis state. In particular, we define

$$ J = \sum_j \left( j \tilde{\Pi}_j \right) , $$

with

$$ \tilde{\Pi}_j = \sum_k |2k + 1\rangle \langle 2k + 1|_j \otimes I_j $$

a modified parity operator on mode $j$, that acts as the identity on all other modes. Note that $\tilde{\Pi}_j = \tilde{\Pi}_j |^2$, so $\tilde{\Pi}_j$ is a projector. Therefore, we have

$$ J |j\rangle = j |j\rangle . $$

Even if it is experimentally challenging to measure the parity of many modes, the mean value of the parity operator

$$ \Pi_j = \sum_n (-1)^n |n\rangle \langle n|_j \otimes I_j = 1 - 2\tilde{\Pi}_j $$

is related to the value of the Wigner function at the origin of the phase space and can be measured through homodyne detection. In fact, given a generic single-mode state $\rho$, the Wigner function evaluated at point $\alpha$ of the phase space is given by \cite{43, 44} (since we are dealing with a single mode, we drop the subscript $j$ for clarity)

$$ W(\alpha) = \frac{2}{\pi} \langle D(\alpha) | \Pi \rangle \hat{\alpha} \rangle $$

$$ = \text{Tr}[\rho \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_n (-1)^n D(\alpha) |n\rangle \langle n| D(\alpha) \hat{\alpha} \rangle $$

$$ = \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_n (-1)^n p_n(\alpha) , $$

where $p_n(\alpha)$ is the occupation probability of the $n$-photon state after the state $\rho$ has undergone a phase-space displacement operation $D(-\alpha)$ by an amount $-\alpha$ \footnote{Recall that $\langle D(\alpha) | \Pi \rangle \hat{\alpha} \rangle = \text{Tr}[\rho D(\alpha) | \Pi \rangle \hat{\alpha} \rangle \rho D(\alpha) \hat{\alpha} \rangle = \text{Tr}[\rho - D(\alpha) \rho D(-\alpha) \hat{\alpha} \rangle \rangle$.}

The extension to the multi-mode case is trivial. The average value of the parity operator, which is sufficient to discriminate the basis elements $|j\rangle$, coincides with no displacement as

$$ W(0) = \frac{2}{\pi} \langle \Pi \rangle . $$

Direct evaluation of the Wigner function at any point in the phase space can be made by photon-counting after a displacement operation \cite{43, 45}, but it can also be recovered more conveniently by cascaded optical homodyne, as proposed in \cite{46}. In the particular case of the parity operator, where only the Wigner function at the origin of the phase-space is needed, the probability $p_n(0)$ can be simply obtained from phase-randomized homodyne measurements \cite{47}. This is straightforward to realize experimentally and crucially the complexity of this measurement set-up (including the total number of measurements) increases only linearly with the number of modes $M$.

1. Errors from imperfect photon subtraction

A perfect single-mode photon subtraction from one of the squeezed modes can be represented as a map

$$ P_j : |S\rangle \rightarrow N_j \sigma_j |S\rangle \langle S| \sigma_j^\dagger = |j\rangle \langle j| . $$

$$ = \text{Tr}[\rho D(\alpha) | \Pi \rangle \hat{\alpha} \rangle \rho D(\alpha) \hat{\alpha} \rangle = \text{Tr}[\rho - D(\alpha) \rho D(-\alpha) \hat{\alpha} \rangle \rangle$.}$$
An imperfect subtraction from the mode $j$, that we denote by $I_j$, can be modeled as a multimode process characterized by a subtraction matrix $\chi^{(j)}$ such that

$$I_j : |S\rangle \mapsto \sum_{kl} \chi_{kl}^{(j)} \sqrt{N_k N_l} |S\rangle \langle S| \sigma_l = \sum_{kl} \chi_{kl}^{(j)} |k\rangle \langle l| .$$

(16)

The matrix $\chi^{(j)}$ has the same properties of a density matrix. In fact, it can be identified with the density matrix realization $\tilde{\rho}_j$ corresponding to a distorted element of the computational basis. The matrices $\chi^{(j)}$ can be obtained experimentally via a tomography of the subtraction process. It is then easy to compute the fidelity between the ideal state $|j\rangle$ and its realistic realization $\tilde{\rho}_j$ as

$$\tilde{F}_j (j) = \langle j | \tilde{\rho}_j | j \rangle = \chi_{jj}^{(j)},$$

or between $\tilde{\rho}_j$ and any basis state $|k\rangle \neq |j\rangle$

$$\tilde{F}_k (j) = \langle k | \tilde{\rho}_j | k \rangle = \chi_{kk}^{(j)} .$$

(18)

This has the operational meaning of probability that $\tilde{\rho}_j$ will pass a test to check whether $\tilde{\rho}_j = |k\rangle \langle k|$, minimized over all possible measurement strategies [18]. Note that $\langle k | \tilde{\rho}_j | k \rangle$ is also the probability of getting the outcome $k$ when measuring $J$ on the state $\tilde{\rho}_j$, so $J$ optimally discriminates between computational-basis states, which a posteriori justifies its definition.

We can also easily compute the probability to get a wrong outcome $m \neq j$ when performing a measurement in the computational basis, as defined by $J$ in Eq. [9], on an imperfect basis state $\tilde{\rho}_j$:

$$\sum_{m \neq j} \text{Pr} (J = m | \tilde{\rho}_j) = 1 - \text{Tr} (\tilde{\Pi}_j \tilde{\rho}_j) = 1 - \chi_{jj}^{(j)} .$$

(19)

Note that the fidelity and the error probability do not depend on the squeezing level.

We can then assess the robustness of computational-basis states in Eq. [6] to imperfect subtraction from the matrix $\chi_{jk}^{(i)}$, which can be in turn determined experimentally via tomography of the subtraction process [22] [19].

As an example, in the following we have considered data from Ref. [19] (partially published in [22]). The values of $\chi_{jk}^{(i)}$ measured from the tomography of the photon-subtraction from $M = 4$ squeezed modes are reported in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sim$</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This shows that the error probability is below 15% in the worst case.

The subsequent table shows instead the fidelity between two non-ideal basis states

$$\tilde{F} (j, k) = \text{Tr} \left( \sqrt{\tilde{\rho}_j \tilde{\rho}_k \tilde{\rho}_j} \right) = \text{Tr} \left( \sqrt{\chi^{(j)} \chi^{(k)} \chi^{(j)}} \right)$$

(20)

which can also be taken as a measure of distinguishability, although the interpretation as error probability no longer holds for two generally mixed states. One obtains:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sim$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where again values closer to zero correspond to better distinguishability.

2. Errors from losses before the detection

Losses before the detection stage can occur due to actual optical losses, imperfect mode-matching or to finite quantum efficiency of the detectors. A simple model that is commonly used for these situations consists in assuming that each mode of the signal field is coupled through a beam splitter of transmittivity $\tau_j$ to an ancillary mode in the vacuum state, which is then traced out. For the sake of clarity, we make the simplifying assumption that losses affect each mode in the same way $\tau_j = \tau$. The loss super-operator $\mathcal{L}_\tau$ acting on the multi-mode density matrix is then factorized as $\mathcal{L}_\tau = \mathcal{L}_{1\tau}^\otimes n$ with each $= \mathcal{L}_{1\tau}$ a single-mode loss operator with parameter $\tau$. We denote by

$$\tilde{\rho}_j = \mathcal{L}_\tau (|j\rangle \langle j|)$$

(21)

the $j$-th state of the computational basis after losses have occurred. Since computational-basis states are factorized in the basis of squeezed modes

$$|j\rangle \langle j| = |s_1\rangle_{e_1} \langle s_1| \otimes \ldots \otimes N_j \langle s_j^p |_{e_j} \langle s_j^p| \otimes \ldots ,$$

(22)

the fidelity

$$\mathcal{F}_j = \langle j | \tilde{\rho}_j | j \rangle$$

(23)

between $|j\rangle$ and $\tilde{\rho}_j$ also factorizes as the product of fidelities of single-mode states:

$$\mathcal{F}_j = N_j^2 \langle j | a_j^+ \mathcal{L}_{1\tau} (a_j | s_j \rangle \langle s_j| a_j^+ \rangle a_j | j \rangle \times \prod_{k \neq j} \langle s_k | \mathcal{L}_{1\tau} (|s_k\rangle \langle s_k|) |s_k\rangle .$$

(24)

Each term in this product is an overlap between a pure and a mixed state and is thus easily computed as an overlap integral between the respective Wigner functions [3]. The results are shown in Fig. [1] as a function of the squeezing parameter, assumed to be the same.
across all modes for simplicity. Since losses degrade the squeezing, the fidelity decreases when the squeezing is increased. The effect is more severe when more modes are used to define the code space. This is also corroborated by the fidelity $F(j, k)$ between two states after losses, which shows that a smaller amount of losses is sufficient to make two states less distinguishable if the initial squeezing is higher (see Fig. 2). In this case, since both states are mixed, we need to use the Uhlmann formula for the fidelity and we used a truncated representation on the Fock basis for a numerical computation.

We also compare the degradation under losses of our photon-subtracted encoded states with the so called even cat state, which is a superposition of two coherent states

$$|\text{cat, } \alpha\rangle \propto |\alpha\rangle + |\alpha\rangle,$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

since its use has also been proposed for encoding a qubit in a single mode of radiation in several quantum-information protocols in hybrid CV-DV schemes. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and they have to be compared with the first plot in Fig. 1, where a single qubit is encoded in two modes via photon subtraction. Note that since $L_{+1}$ is invariant under rotations of phase-space, we only need to study the impact of losses as a function of $|\alpha|$. Although the horizontal axes of the two pictures are not directly comparable, it is clear that the degradation of cat states when their amplitude increases is larger than the degradation of photon-subtracted states when the initial squeezing is increased. Moreover, while a relatively large amplitude ($|\alpha| \gtrsim 2$) of the cat state is required for $|\alpha\rangle$ and $|\alpha\rangle$ to be orthogonal — therefore for the encoding to work — large squeezing is not required for multidimensional encoding in photon-subtracted states. Only non-zero squeezing is in fact required, in order to have non-vanishing probability of subtracting a photon from the superposition of modes.

IV. ENCODING CLASSICAL DATA AND MEASURING VECTOR DISTANCES

The encoding of classical information in a quantum state is the starting point of any quantum protocol that aims at showing any kind of advantage when compared with a classical counterpart. A key feature of the described protocol is that the encoded states can be generated simply via tuning the field gate. In particular, the encoding of a stream of classical data in a quantum state is here conditioned on one single non-deterministic photon detection, while the dimension of the involved Hilbert space is determined by the number of modes that can be deterministically squeezed in the initial MMSS.

In the following we investigate the possible advantage of computing vector overlaps (as scalar product) and vector distances via the proposed encoding.

A. Encoding two data vectors and measuring their scalar product

Given two complex vectors $\vec{y} = \{y_1, ..., y_N\}$ and $\vec{z} = \{z_1, ..., z_N\}$ their components can be encoded in the coefficients $\gamma_j$ in Eq. (5) via two photon-subtraction experiments that produce the two states:

$$|PS\rangle_1 = \sum_j y_j |s^p_j\rangle_{\gamma_j} \otimes |s_i\rangle_{\gamma_j} \equiv \sum_j y_j |j\rangle,$$ \hspace{1cm} (26)

$$|PS\rangle_2 = \sum_j z_j |s^p_j\rangle_{\gamma_j} \otimes |s_i\rangle_{\gamma_j} \equiv \sum_j z_j |j\rangle.$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

If we identify with $\Pi_k$ the parity operator for the mode $k$ and with $|\Gamma\rangle = |PS\rangle_1 \otimes |PS\rangle_2$ the total state involving the two photon subtraction experiments, the probability of getting simultaneously the value $-1$ when the parity is measured in the same mode in the two experiments is given by

$$|\langle N_k|_1 \langle N_k|_2 |\Gamma\rangle|^2 = |y_k z_k|^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

where $\Pi_k |N_k\rangle = - |N_k\rangle$. Thus the measurement of occurrence of negative-parity coincidence in couple of modes with same index in the two experiments estimates all the terms $|y_k z_k|^2$ appearing in the scalar product between the two vectors $\vec{y}$ and $\vec{z}$. It has to be noted that the method scales linearly with the number of modes as it requires $2N$ parity measurements, while the tomography of the total state $|\Gamma\rangle$ would require $2N^2$ measurements.

B. Encoding the distance of two data vectors

A second even more convenient scenario is when the difference between the two vectors is already given as a string of classical data. We will now show that, in this case, the distance

$$d_2(\vec{y}, \vec{z}) = \sum_i |y_i - z_i|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

can be obtained as the variance of the quadrature operator of solely one mode, which in turn can be measured efficiently via homodyne detection.

Before addressing the calculation of the distance between two arbitrary vectors, let us first consider $M$ independently squeezed modes and suppose we can encode a generic $M$-component vector $\vec{h}$ in the photon subtracted state:

$$|\psi\rangle = \sum_{j=1}^M h_j |s^p_j\rangle_{\gamma_j} \otimes |s_i\rangle_{\gamma_i},$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)

It is easy to compute that

$$\langle \psi | q_r | \psi \rangle = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (31)
for any $r$. Let us turn to the variance of the quadratures. It is clear that the computation is the same for any mode, and the choice of position or momentum is irrelevant since we did not specify the sign of the squeezing parameter. So we can consider $q_1$ without loss of generality. We define for simplicity $A \equiv \langle \psi | q_2^2 | \psi \rangle$. We have

$$A = \sum_{j,r=1}^{M} h_j h_r^* \left( \langle s_j^p | e_j \otimes \langle s_j | \right) q_1^2 \left( \langle s_r^p | e_r \otimes \langle s_r | \right)$$

where

$$|s_j^p \rangle \equiv \bigotimes_{\ell \neq j} |s_{\ell} \rangle_{e_\ell}.$$  

The terms with $j \neq r$ are zero, since each is proportional to a product of the form

$$\langle s_j^p | e_j | s_r^p | e_r \rangle = 0.$$  

For $j = r$ there are two possibilities:

$$j = r = 1 \implies \langle s_1^p | e_1 | s_1^p | e_1 \rangle = 3 e^{2s_1}/2$$

$$j = r \neq 1 \implies \langle s_1^p | e_1 | s_1^p | e_1 \rangle = e^{2s_1}/2.$$  

It follows that

$$\langle \psi | q_1^2 | \psi \rangle = \frac{3}{2} e^{2s_1}|h_1|^2 + \frac{e^{2s_1}}{2} \sum_{j=2}^{M} |h_j|^2.$$  

The normalization of $|\psi\rangle$ and the orthogonality of the states $|j\rangle$ imply

$$\sum_{j=1}^{M} |h_j|^2 = 1.$$  

FIG. 1. (Color online) Contour plots of the fidelity $F_j$ [see Eq. (23)] for photon-subtracted states with $2^q$ modes, namely, encoding $q$ qubits, as a function of the initial squeezing and of the transmittivity of the beam splitter used to model losses.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Contour plots of the fidelity $F_{(j,k)}$ [see Eq. (23)] for photon-subtracted states $\bar{\rho}_j$ and $\bar{\rho}_k$ after losses as a function of the initial squeezing and of the transmittivity of the beam splitter used to model losses.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Contour plots of the fidelity between an ideal cat state with the degraded version after losses have occurred, as a function of $|\alpha|$ and of the transmittivity of the beam splitter used to model losses.
To compute the norm of a vector of arbitrary complex numbers $\vec{x}$, one could choose a gate field corresponding to

$$\vec{h} = N_{\vec{x}} \left( \frac{\beta}{\vec{x}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (39)

where $\beta$ is a complex number chosen by the experimenter and

$$N_{\vec{x}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{|\beta|^2 + |\vec{x}|^2}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (40)

The input vector $\vec{x}$ does not need to be normalized and $\beta$ can be chosen arbitrarily (as long as it is not zero, because otherwise the measured quantity no longer depends on $\vec{x}$, see Eq. (41)). The normalization constant need not be computed. In a sense, it is precisely the fact that the physicality of the state enforces normalization that allows to avoid computing the vector distance explicitly, replacing its computation by a measurement. Plugging Eqs. (39) and (40) into Eq. (37) we find

$$A = \frac{3}{2} e^{2s_1} \frac{\beta^2}{|\beta|^2 + |\vec{x}|^2} + e^{2s_1} \frac{1}{2} \frac{|\vec{x}|^2}{|\beta|^2 + |\vec{x}|^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (41)

For $|\vec{x}|^2 \to 0$, the probability of subtracting from the first mode goes to 1, so the variance of $q_1$ tends to that of a photon-subtracted squeezed mode. For $|\vec{x}|^2 \to \infty$, the probability of subtracting a photon from the first mode goes to zero, and the variance of $q_1$ tends to that of the squeezed vacuum. We find

$$|\vec{x}|^2 = \frac{3 - 2e^{-2s_1} A}{2e^{-2s_1} A - 1} |\beta|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (42)

Note that only one quadrature has to be measured regardless of the length of the vector $\vec{x}$. This means that the norm of the vector $\vec{x}$ could be computed with a constant number of operations, namely this algorithm has $O(1)$ complexity, compared to the standard $O(n)$, linear in the length of the vector. It is interesting to note that the sensitivity of the measured quantity $A$ with respect to $|\vec{x}|^2$ increases with the squeezing. In fact

$$\frac{dA}{d|\vec{x}|^2} \propto e^{2s_1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (43)

Notice that this does not depend on the squeezing of the remaining modes. Of course, said squeezing does have an impact on the overall process, as it affects the subtraction probability. This is also roughly proportional to the power of the gate field, which is in turn related to $|\beta|^2 + |\vec{x}|^2$. The expected waiting time to have enough subtraction events to collect a reasonable statistics for an estimate of $A$ will then be longer for small values of $|\vec{x}|^2$ but it is anyway bounded because of the finite value of $\beta$.

To evaluate the distance between two vectors $\vec{y}$ and $\vec{z}$, one could use the full $N = m+1$ modes system to encode

$$\vec{h} = \left( \frac{\beta}{\vec{y} - \vec{z}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (44)

(where $m$ is the length of $\vec{y}$ and $\vec{z}$) and then measure the variance of $q_1$. Note that $N = m+1$ squeezed modes are needed, but this has to be compared with the linear scaling one would have in the dimension of the classical registers needed to store the vectors in classical algorithms and is a space complexity problem rather than time.

As for the encoding procedure, if the vectors $\vec{y}$ and $\vec{z}$ are given in the form of frequency-shaped strong coherent pulses, the gate pulse for the subtraction needed to encode the coefficients $y_i - z_i$ on the photon-subtracted MMSS can be obtained as follows. First apply to each a frequency-dependent attenuation accounting for the subtraction probability from each of the squeezed modes. This is known beforehand from the characterization of the MMSS and the photon subtractor and can be done with a fixed device (for example a pulse shaper). Then mix the two beams on a balanced beam splitter. The output mode of the beam splitter containing the difference of the amplitudes of the input beams is then used as a gate. The complexity of this procedure is again independent of number of modes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The generation of photon-subtracted optical states has been the subject of intensive experimental efforts for more than a decade [50–58]. This is motivated by both applicative and fundamental considerations, given that the access to these type of states could improve the performances of a variety of quantum information tasks — including estimation [60] and teleportation protocols [61–63] — and allow for homodyne-based loop-hole free non-locality tests [64–68]. More in general, photon-subtracted states can be used as resources for tasks that require quantum non-Gaussianity or Wigner negativity [69, 70], and in fact they have been proposed as building blocks to implement universal non-Gaussian operations [71] and hard-to-sample non-universal dynamics [72]. In addition, arbitrary single-mode quantum states can be engineered when multiple feed-back controlled photon-subtraction operations are applied sequentially [73]. Here

the maximum available power will ultimately limit the class of vectors that can be encoded in this scheme. Also, if the power of the gate is too large, the probability of more than one subtraction becomes non-negligible.

---

4 Encoding vectors of larger norm would require more power, so
we have shown how, in a multi-mode setting, they could be used for general quantum encoding purposes. Specifically, we introduced a multidimensional quantum encoding which is based on multimode CV states of light. The code dimension is determined by the number of light modes which can be simultaneously occupied by squeezed vacua, and the information is encoded on the coefficients of the superposition of photon-subtraction events, which are in turn coherently applied to the squeezed modes and triggered by a single photon event.

The encoding is a generalization of the multirail encoding and it coincides with the latter in the limit of zero squeezing. A noteworthy difference of our scheme with respect to the standard multirail approach is that it requires only one single photon detector (at the encoding stage), as we propose the use of homodyne detection. Moreover, the adjustment of the encoding coefficients requires only the control on the spectral components of a gate beam in a coherent state (ultimately controlled via a spatial light modulator) and not the arrangement of several interferometric parameters via optical components (beam splitters, phase shifters). Notice that the encoding does not require a large amount of squeezing per mode: any non-zero squeezing is sufficient to ensure a measurable rate of subtraction events — which is in any case mainly driven by the amplitude of the gate field. Our results suggest that large values of squeezing are in fact detrimental for the encoding, making the computational basis states less robust to losses.

We stress that our investigations are mostly motivated by the experimental readiness of much of the technology required. The coherent single photon subtraction has been demonstrated on a space of 16 modes [22], and applied on multimode squeezed and entangled states [21]. The production of multimode quantum states involving a large number modes, up to 60 for frequency modes and up to $10^6$ for temporal modes has already been demonstrated in different experimental setups [33, 34, 36]. The tailoring of nonlinear processes based on spectral and temporal modes represents an active area of research on its own, as reviewed in [3], and we can reasonably expect the extension of coherent single-photon subtraction to a larger number of squeezed modes. It is thus interesting to explore new ways to exploit the resulting states for quantum information processing. The results we report suggest that besides producing interesting high-dimensional quantum states (qudits), of which we also give some explicit examples in Appendix A, the tunability of the subtraction mode can be exploited to map arbitrary classical data to quantum states, as well as process them. We showed this by providing in Sec. IV two schemes to compute the distances of two encoded vectors, which may have a wide range of applications, for example in clustering algorithms for machine learning. The coefficients can be transferred to the multimode state of the field that shapes the subtraction mode, and the norm or the distance are shown to be proportional to the mean values of simple observables: either the parity or the square of a quadrature operator.

In summary, these findings represent a first step in the use of multimode photon-subtracted squeezed states for quantum information processing, with the potential to lead to more advanced tasks, such as universal quantum computation. We only briefly consider this last application in Appendix B. Although we can formally construct a universal set of gates, their experimental realization lies outside the reach of current experimental capabilities. The possibility to construct more experimentally accessible sets of transformations remains an open question that we leave to further investigations.
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Appendix A: Examples of encoded states

We can easily see that interesting classes of states can be obtained by simply tuning the coefficients $\gamma_j$ in Eq. (4), which are controlled by the classical gating field. To fix the ideas, consider $2^n$ independently squeezed modes and the corresponding states $|j\rangle$ in which a photon has been subtracted from mode $e_j$ (see Eq. (9)). These could represent an $n$-qubit system in which $|j\rangle$ corresponds to the binary representation of $j$. For example for $n = 2$, neglecting normalization after photon subtraction

$$
|j = 0\rangle = |s_0\rangle_{m_0} |s_1\rangle_{m_1} |s_2\rangle_{m_2} |s_3\rangle_{m_3} \leftrightarrow |00\rangle,
$$

$$
|j = 1\rangle = |s_0\rangle_{m_0} \sigma_1 |s_1\rangle_{m_1} |s_2\rangle_{m_2} |s_3\rangle_{m_3} \leftrightarrow |01\rangle,
$$

$$
|j = 2\rangle = |s_0\rangle_{m_0} |s_1\rangle_{m_1} \sigma_2 |s_2\rangle_{m_2} |s_3\rangle_{m_3} \leftrightarrow |10\rangle,
$$

$$
|j = 3\rangle = |s_0\rangle_{m_0} |s_1\rangle_{m_1} |s_2\rangle_{m_2} \sigma_3 |s_3\rangle_{m_3} \leftrightarrow |11\rangle.
$$

A two-qubit encoded cluster state [72], for example, would then correspond to

$$
|G_2\rangle = \frac{1}{2} (|00\rangle + |01\rangle + |10\rangle - |11\rangle)
$$

$$
= \frac{1}{2} \sum_j (-1)^{\delta_{jk}} |s_j^{(p)}\rangle_{e_j} \bigotimes_{i \neq j} |s_i\rangle_{e_i}
$$

where $\delta_{jk}$ denotes the Kronecker delta. Cluster states have plenty of applications in quantum information, for example they are known to be universal resources for measurement-based quantum computing if combined with an appropriate set of measurements. These usually include so-called Pauli measurements and at least one non-Clifford gate [73]. The latter requires measurements that are usually considered harder to implement. This
difficulty can be circumvented using magic state injection [76], which roughly involves coupling an eigenstate of the desired non-Clifford operator to the cluster state. It is easy to imagine that the resulting extended resource state can again be written as a MMPS state by tuning the coefficients in Eq. (4). The catch is of course that it is difficult to write, let alone realize, even Pauli measurements on the encoded states. Nevertheless, the present manuscript may motivate the search for an experimental scheme to perform such measurements and, if such a scheme was found, a plethora of protocols could readily be implemented as the resource states are already available. We conclude by giving two more examples of interesting states that could be produced with the present setup. Hypergraph states are a generalization of cluster states containing edges between more than two qubits that were introduced to study the entanglement properties of some quantum algorithms [77]. An edge between three qubits may be understood as the result of applying a Z on the third if the state of both the other two is |1⟩. The smallest non-trivial hypergraph involves three qubits and the encoded version can be written

$$|\text{Hyp3}\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{8}} \sum_{j=0}^{3} (-1)^{j} |\psi_j\rangle \otimes |s_j\rangle |e_j\rangle. \quad (A3)$$

Finally, fingerprinting designs a class of a communication protocols where two parties, Alice and Bob, have two strings of n bits a and b and a third party, Charles, has to decide whether a = b. Charles can communicate with Alice and Bob, but Alice and Bob cannot communicate. Their goal is to send the minimum amount of information to Charles still allowing him to decide whether a = b with small error probability. Quantum mechanics allows an exponential reduction [78] of the amount of information that Alice and Bob have to send by using an error correcting code $E : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\}^M$ such that $E(a) = x$ and $E(b) = y$ and then encoding x and y in the states

$$|h_x\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{M}} \sum_{j=0}^{M} (-1)^{x_j} |j\rangle \quad (A4)$$

$$|h_y\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{M}} \sum_{j=0}^{M} (-1)^{y_j} |j\rangle \quad (A5)$$

where $x_j \ (y_j)$ is the value of the jth bit of $x \ (y)$. This also nicely matches our representation of a MMPS states.

**Appendix B: Universal set of gates**

We have seen that a single photon-subtraction acting coherently on M modes can initialize an M-level system to an arbitrary state. Let us now briefly address the question of the operations required to perform arbitrary quantum processing of the information stored on M modes via the encoding here introduced. For the sake of this Appendix, we will only focus on the case of $M = 2^d$ (namely, on a high dimensional system that emulates a multi-qubit one).

At the logical level, a universal set of qubit gates consist of all possible single-qubit unitaries plus an entangling two-qubit gate. A possible finite universal set of gates is given by $\{H, T, CZ\}$: it is composed of the Hadamard gate, the $T$ gate (a rotation of angle $\frac{\pi}{2}$ around the Pauli $Z$ axis), and the control-phase $CZ$ respectively [1]. We will only introduce here the definitions of such gates in terms of the encoding, leaving the analysis of their possible implementation to future studies.

Considering the definition of the parity operator given in Eq. (10), the $T$ gate acting on a logical qubit composed of two modes is expressed as

$$T = \Pi_2^{1/4}. \quad (B1)$$

The Hadamard gate, again acting on a qubit encoded on two modes, corresponds to the following transformation:

$$|s_1^p, s_2^p\rangle \rightarrow \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left(|s_1^p, s_2^p\rangle + |s_1^p, s_2^p\rangle\right), \quad (B2)$$

$$|s_1^p, s_2^p\rangle \rightarrow \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left(|s_1^p, s_2^p\rangle - |s_1^p, s_2^p\rangle\right). \quad (B3)$$

Finally, the $CZ$ between two logical qubits encoded on four modes can be written as:

$$CZ = \sum_{j=0}^{1} |j\rangle \langle j | \otimes \left( \otimes_{k=0}^{3} H_k^{j} \right). \quad (B4)$$


